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Thanks very much for the opportunity to co-present this topic with John – our friendship pre-dates 
2001 when we worked together on the Conference „Exclusion and Embrace – conversations about 
spirituality and disability‟. The title, „Exclusion and Embrace‟, was inspired by Miroslav Volf‟s book 
of the same name; a theological exploration of identity, otherness and reconciliation. It was written 
following the Balkan conflict during the 1990‟s, and I‟ll return to his writings. 
 
The task asked of me this afternoon is to complement John‟s work on the re-interpretation of the 
healing narratives, with some observations from both theological and sociological perspectives, as 
they relate to the lived experience of people labelled by disability, and their inclusion in faith 
communities. 
 
An opening comment about labels. Personally, I have a bee-in-my-bonnet about them, because 
they can so easily become the defining characteristic of a person. Accompanied by stereotypes 
and generalisations, interactions then become compromised with someone who is perceived as 
different. We may hold back, avoiding the customary greeting of hello; perhaps we are uncertain, 
fearful perhaps of extending the hand of friendship and communication. What is that about?  
 
Secondly, a comment about inclusion. Whilst my ministry title within the Uniting Church‟s 
Commission for Mission is „disability inclusion‟, it does not always sit very comfortably with me. 
What is that about? The word inclusion suggests a privileged person or group which is able to 
determine who is in and who is out. However, in theological terms it is a myth, as we are all 
included by God‟s wide open arms – we are graced.  People identified by disability want this 
message to be centre-stage. They are already included – rather it is the actions and structural 
barriers that exclude them from belonging and participating fully. 
 
In Australia our history over the past century has seen many of our service organisations and 
agencies evolve from the tireless work of parent advocacy groups, often involving people of faith, 
who developed support groups for their children and themselves. Taking a more recent slice of 
history, and providing a brief context, since 1981, the International Year of Disabled Persons, 
much has happened. In that time we have seen the push for deinstitutionalisation, the push for 
disability rights over charitable or „deserving poor‟ concepts, and increasing emphasis on 
autonomy and self-responsibility. This increasingly means a move to individualised funding 
packages, in which people exercise their choice of service provider – a symbol of individual 
empowerment.  
 
Hopes are high too in the sector that a National Disability Insurance Scheme will come to fruition in 
the not-too-distant future. Based on the Productivity Commission recommendations, this would 
see a doubling of funds currently available for disability support services. People with disabilities 
are at the margins of the systems of power. 
 
Whilst much of this development is to be applauded, the reality is that people with disabilities are 
still amongst the most disadvantaged in our society, with policy and legislation needed to protect 
from a variety of discrimination.            
 
And what of the Church? 
 
For most of its recorded history the Church, in its various forms, has had difficulty in getting to 
grips with the fact of disability and difference. Whilst much has been done and continues to be 
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done down the ages by welfare and community agencies, the recognition of people with a disability 
as people with religious and spiritual needs has by and large been sidelined. Census data 
indicates that approximately 20% of citizens live with direct experience of disability: physical, 
sensory, cognitive, intellectual or psychiatric. When we look around the pews is there a similar 
representation of 20% in Church, or for that matter, other faith communities/traditions beyond 
Christendom?  
 
I believe not. What is that about? 
 
Turning to today‟s conversation. 
 
I suspect one of the reasons for a historically low participation rate by people with disabilities in the 
life of faith communities, certainly Christian ones, is because of the particular interpretation of 
Jesus‟ healing narratives which have emphasised the permanent cure of an illness or supposed 
disability (blindness, paralysis…). People have been scared away, because they might be prayed 
over for healing, to have their „blemishes‟, their differences, somehow corrected, based on a 
standardising or „normal‟ definition of what is whole and unblemished.  
 
I also think that people with disabilities have been perceived as other than „ordinary‟ within the 
human community. Some years ago I had the privilege of working in the Synod with Elizabeth 
Hastings, who lived with polio from an early age, and prior to working in the Uniting Church was 
Australia‟s first Disability Discrimination Commissioner. She said: “Certainly disability is not 
always convenient, attractive n o r  desirable, but it is an ordinary attribute of being human, and 
human societies must stop unnecessarily (and now, in Australia, unlawfully, and that includes 
religious organisations), excluding us from their ordinary activities. I should add, at this point, 
that even though my disability is also not especially convenient, attractive or desirable, it is my 
life and I have absolutely no wish for it to be otherwise. What is needed is exactly the same as is 
required in any relationship: willingness, openness and risk taking.  People often ask: "what 
should I say to a person who has a disability?" - try "hello"!  And do be aware that our disability 
is not at the forefront of our minds until someone (or something, like a flight of stairs) puts it 
there.  When I am in Church I am NOT praying for cure - except for my bad temper, harsh 
judgement, impatience, rudeness, lack of charity: all those things one does that one ought not do 
have done. I am also praying for the world, for friends and family, and so on.  When I meet 
people, or am engaged in a transaction such as shopping, my disability is not at the front of my 
mind either, and the furtive staring, patronising comments and intrusive questions still take me by 
surprise and wound me”. 
 
I believe there needs to be a serious revision in which we appreciate people for who they are, of 
disability being part of an ordinary life, and with the emphasis being on people‟s gifts rather than 
deficits. I believe we also need to view Jesus‟ healings as exemplars for people being restored to 
community; a social miracle as well as an individualised action of cure.  
 
Healing in a more broad sense.  
 
I wonder, also along with Elizabeth, with all the respect due to the ten lepers, the various 
possessed and the sundry blind, lame and deaf faithful of scripture, whether people with 
disabilities over the past two thousand years would have been better off if our Lord had not 
created quite so many miraculous cures, but occasionally said: “Your life is perfect as it is given to 
you. Your disability is an ordinary part of being human”. And said to the onlookers, “Go and create 
the miracle of a world free of discrimination”. Which just maybe Jesus did say; perhaps the gospel 
writers didn‟t think it made good enough copy! 
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This same sentiment was picked up in a BBC production shown some years back on the religious 
affairs program, „Compass‟. Called the 5th Gospel it was an acerbic expose about miracles and  
healing by a number of people who had repeatedly visited Lourdes seeking physical healing. Their 
faith and self-esteem were significantly diminished following repeated failures. The final scene is of 
a man of small stature, in a wheelchair, speaking from an elevated pulpit, in which he exhorts 
people to adopt a 5th Gospel, in which the inherited assumption of healing of people with 
disabilities is rejected – rather there needs to be a different mind-set of doing away with damaging 
notions of perfect body image, to be replaced with pride and acceptance of people being who they 
are, either from birth or from an acquired disability. 
 
Fran Gillespie when presenting at the 2001 Exclusion and Embrace Conference picks up this 
sense of self- pride in relation to her experience of mental illness. 
 
“My understanding of my disability is that it is an intrinsic part of me. Imagine that I hold up my 
hand in front of you. Further, imagine that I say the front is valuable but the back had to go. It 
would be very obvious that this was not only impossible but also illogical. Here, the back of my 
hand is my psychosis. The front is the creativity, sensitivity and intelligence that attach to it. Even 
the psychotic experience has its value: I can stand next to the bereaved, the lonely, the 
stigmatised, the poor, the marginalised, the mad, the unheard, the rejected and the unloved and 
truly convey by the warmth of my contact my compassion and understanding. I do not need to 
judge or to disempower by assuming they cannot find their own solutions. This is my truly greatest 
gift and I have it because of my disability and the experience that has come with it”. 
 
These are strong and radical words. Fran powerfully reverses expectations and perceptions of 
others towards her. She extols and blesses herself, notwithstanding personal difficulties, and 
points towards gifts and attributes which enable her to be in relationship with people who would 
otherwise be shunned, when the expectation is that she would be the one to be shunned. 
 
In discussions about healing in church circles, we always come back to the healing narratives, 
naturally enough, but traditional interpretations have so often alienated people with disabilities 
contributing to their exclusion, and adding to low self -esteem prevalent amongst many people with 
disabilities. A s  J o h n  m e n t i o n e d  i n  h i s  p a p e r ,  interpretations such as the following are 
highly problematic: 
 

 Disability is punishment for one's own sin; 

 Disability is punishment for the sins of the parent; 

 Disability is an occasion for charitable works which are good for the soul;  

 People with disabilities are an inspiration to others, who will in turn be inspired to turn from 
their own sins of selfishness and self-preoccupation; 

 Disability is an opportunity for healing and is therefore a sign of God's miraculous power 
and love. 

 

So often these interpretations are for the purpose of making the interpreter feel better; feel less 

guilty, less in touch with the person with a disability, and with the interpreter‟s own frailty and 
mortality.  
 
Along with each of these traditional interpretations of disability, says Elizabeth Hastings,  goes a 
demand on the person with the disability: guilt and reparation for one's sin; anger, guilt and 
reparation for one's parents' sin; gratitude for the charitable works foisted on them to make other 
souls shinier, a permanent requirement for a person with a disability to be especially good and 
blessed and pious - after all, one is especially loved by God!, and a permanent state of discomfort 
at making other people feel bad about themselves; and last but absolutely not least, a permanent  
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feeling of personal failure; a sense of insufficient faith, goodness and worthiness if not cured by 
faith and prayer. 
 
John referred in his prior presentation today to the healing narrative of both the woman who had 
been haemorrhaging for 12 years, and of Jairus‟ 12 year old daughter who had died. It is 
wonderful that they were restored to health and life, especially as that is what had been sought by 
both. Whilst the narrative provides interpretive material around faith and purity laws, to name 
some, I think so often overlooked is the restoration (as far as we know) to an everyday life of 
meaningful relationships and community connections. Jesus was the means to such restoration, 
such wholeness of both individual and community. 
 
This is where we all come in. What might be our responses of healing? Some suggestions are as 
follows: 
 

 To critique damaging interpretations of the healing narratives, and turn our attentions to the 
healing of social constraints which hinder belonging and possibilities for connection. In 
some research I recently undertook, investigating the experiences of people with disabilities 
and faith leaders from Buddhist, Christian, Jewish and Muslim perspectives, the 
overwhelming response was that people said to belong, they need to be missed. To truly be 
part of a community, it‟s essential to know others are looking out for you, and for your 
contributions. For people to ask, (“Where is Jo or Mary today?”).  

 

 Of course attention needs to be paid to universal physical access, including step-free 
alternatives both into and within the worship space, access to toilets and social venues, 
consideration of audio technology, suitable lighting, chemical sensitivities to name some 
things. Attention to these things conveys a clear message of care and welcome.  

 

 However, even with or without these things being optimally present, they are overridden by 
a genuine attempt to talk with and approach people with the same hello and question that 
might be asked of anyone interested in becoming part of a new community: “Is there 
anything in particular that we can do to make your time with us more enjoyable?” It‟s an 
easy question, but one that somehow often gets lots in the mists of awkwardness and 
anxiety. Let‟s recall the words of Hebrews 13:2: „Do not neglect to show hospitality to 
strangers, for by doing that some have entertained angles without knowing it‟.  

 

 We can say sorry to people with disabilities who have been alienated by their experience of 
church, and in particular if they have been adversely affected by interpretations of healing 
narratives – I‟m struck by the power of people‟s response when an apology is offered. 

 

 We can be mindful of avoiding the „God is on your side‟ clichés. Phrases such as: God has 
blessed you with this gift (of a disabled child) – you are a lucky couple; God has chosen this 
for you; It’s a test of your faith; these things are meant to be; we all have our crosses to 
carry. They are a tempting response, and often emerge from our sub-conscious, but are in 
fact received as a distancing device. How does one reply to such prescriptive and 
categorical assertions in the midst of shame, grief or trauma, especially when God is 
invoked in such definitive terms? 

 

 We can also play our part in supporting people to „belong‟ in society. As well as extending 
the hand of friendship in its many different guises, and anticipating it to be a mutual thing, 
we also offer healing in contributions through human service agencies, whether they be run 
by church or other organisations. 
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 We can offer our solidarity via actions which aim to redress disadvantage and social 
exclusion. The earlier referred-to National Disability Insurance Scheme is a case in point. 
The Uniting Church at its recent Synod passed a resolution supporting the development of 
the scheme, encouraging people to sign-up to the „Count-Me-In campaign‟, which has 
gained the political support of all major political parties. Such action on the part of faith 
communities sends a clear message about the rights of people with disabilities to have 
optimal opportunities and support for a better quality of life. Such action is also an 
expression of healing, in that it seeks to redress injustice and disadvantage. 

 
In conclusion, I want to return to my opening mention of Miroslav Volf‟s book, „Exclusion and 
Embrace‟. Whilst his book does not come from a person working in the field of disability, it does 
explore universal human themes and issues that are relevant to our topic.  
 
Exclusion and Embrace is the polarity he explores so effectively. I suspect we all know of this 
polarity at the most basic level of our lives. Shutting out my sister or brother is, I know, just not the 
right thing to do. But then we resist the parental injunction to „kiss and make up‟. How do we step 
outside our resistances, maintain our own journey and integrity, but also see ourselves from the 
perspective of others? Volf calls this the „will to embrace‟. The precursor to embracing an enemy 
or stranger is to have the will to do so. Truth and justice are not possible without the will to 
embrace; for Volf the embrace cannot happen until truth is said and justice is done. 
 
In conclusion, as we examine and diminish the physical and personal barriers that exclude people 
with disabilities from community-life, including faith communities, I think the „will to embrace‟ is the 
key to our endeavours. The „will to embrace‟ the stranger, the person who is other, is at the heart 
of the issue. In doing so, we also open ourselves to self-embrace. The „will to embrace‟ is at the 
heart of healing and reconciliation; the signs of the kingdom in which Jesus‟ healing narratives 
point beyond himself. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Andy Calder




